
Level Title Synopsis

Robin Hood: The Taxman

Robin Hood and his men live as outlaws
in Sherwood Forest. They fight corruption
and injustice – and they don't like taxes!
So when the taxman pays his annual visit
to the Sheriff of Nottingham, the outlaws
are less than pleased to see him. Will
they help the people of Nottingham get
back the money that is rightly theirs, or
will the Sheriff win – once again?

Starter

Spooky Skaters

Every night, the Spooky Skaters leave
their home in the Land of the Dead and
go skating in secret in the local skate
park. They do spooky stunts on the ramp
and they feel alive! Every day after
school, Ben, Leila and their friends hang
out at the skate park. Roland and Patty
go there too, but they can't skate and
they're definitely not cool! Then, one
night, Roland and Patty meet the Spooky
Skaters … .

Blog Love

Junko is 17 and from Japan. She’s
learning English in London but she has no
friends. Every day she goes to an internet
café and writes her blog. There she
meets the owner, Jeff Silk, and son “Slow
Boy” answers her blog. Now life isn’t
lonely. But who are Junko’s true Friends?

Media & DVD Readers



Storm Hawks

A fantasy comic‐strip style reader based
on the hit animated TV series from
Metro‐Goldwyn‐Mayer.

Starter

Goosebumps

Zach Cooper is sixteen and he is not
happy. He’s living a new house in a small
town. But then he meets Hannah and her
dad. One night Zach hears a scream. Is it
Hannah? Why is her dad always angry?
And why are there locks on the books in
her house? Zach is ready to find out. Are
you?

The Little Prince

The Little Prince lives on a very small
planet. Then he leaves his red rose and
flies away. Who does he meet? What
does he learn? And can he go back?



Billy Elliot

Billy is 11 years old, and he's got
problems. His mum's dead. His dad and
his brother are on strike and they've got
no money. But Billy has a dream. He
wants to be a dancer. Every week he goes
to dance classes. He wants to audition for
the Royal Ballet School. But how can he
tell his family?

Level 1 Mr. Bean’s Holiday

Mr Bean is back – and he's about to
broaden his horizons! Equipped with his
new camcorder, Mr Bean sets off on the
Eurostar for France after winning a trip to
the south of France. Mishap and mayhem
ensue as our hero grapples with the food,
the language – and the French police!

Haunted Britain

Josh thinks he is a normal teenager. He
likes the Red Hot Chilli Peppers, playing
football and his girlfriend, Jazminda. Then
he meets a girl called Tilly Turner and his
life changes…

Little Women

Little Women tells the story of a year in
the lives of the March sisters‐ Meg, Jo,
Beth and Amy. Life in 1860s’ America is
difficult for the girls: they are poor, they
work hard and their father is away at war.
During the year, each sister has different
problems. With the help of their mother
and the Friends around them, can they
grow into happy young women?



One Direction

One Direction is one of the most popular
boy bands in the world with hundreds of
thousands of fans. Read all about Louis,
Liam, Zayn, Niall and Harry and their
extraordinary rise to fame.

Level 1 Monster House

It’s Halloween, but DJ Walters doesn’t
want to go trick‐or‐treating. He wants to
watch the house across the road. He
knows the house is very strange –and it’s
eating things and people! DJ and his twon
Friends, Chowder and Jenny, try to tell
the police about the house. But when
the police don’t believe their story, the
kids must go into the “Monster House”
alone!

Malala

This biography tells the fascinating and
empowering story of Malala Yousafzai ‐
a Pakistani activist for female education
and the youngest‐ever Nobel Prize
laureate.



Level 2

Glee: The Beginning

It´s the start of the year at McKindly
High and Glee ]Club is practicing for
the "fall in love with music" show.
There´s one problem ‐ they sound
terrible! Rachel is talented but very
annoying. Will Mercedes let her join
Glee Club? Homecoming week is also
around the corner. Can the kids from
Glee Club show everyone that they're
awesome singers and not just "geeks"?

Nelson Mandela

Nelson Mandela is the most important
South African of the last one hundred
years. This is a fascinating and
informative biography charting
Mandela's long fight against apartheid
before becoming President of South
Africa in 1994.

The Mask of Zorro

For twenty years, Zorro has been
California’s worst prison. When Rafael
Montero put him there, Zorro lost his
family. He felt that his life was over. When
Montero comes back to California, the
people need Zorro again. Zorro wants to
help but he’s an old man now. Can he find
a new Zorro?Can he stop Montero’s
plans? And can he win back the love of his
beautiful daughter, Elena?

Selma

Discover the inspiring true story of
Martin Luther King’s fight for civil
rights for African‐Americans in the
1960s.



Romeo & Juliet

Romeo and Juliet is one of
Shakespeare’s most popular plays
adapted into contemporary English for
students of English as a Foreign
Language and interspersed with stills
from the 2013 movie.

Level 2

Night at the Museum: The
Secret of the Tomb

Another adventure for night watchman
Larry Daley and friends. When the
Tablet of Ahkmenrah begins to corrode,
Larry Daley and his friends from the
New York Museum of Natural History
must travel to the British Museum in
London to find out how to fix it.

Sense and Sensibility

When Henry Dashwood diez, his wife
and three daughter, Elinor, Marianne
and Margaret, have to leave their
family home and move to Devon. There
Marianne meets Willoughby. When he
leaves for London, shee feels deeply
upset. Elinor tries to hide her feelings
for Edward as she discovers some
secrets from his past. Will the two
sisters ever find true love?



127 hours

Aron Ralston has always lived for
adventure, but on a hiking trip in Utah,
he has a seroius accident. As he climbs
across a canyon, a boulder falls and traps
his right arm against the canyon wall. For
six days, Aron is trapped. No one knows
where he is and he has very little food or
water. As timeruns out, Aron has to make
a terrible decision: to amputate his own
arm.

Level 3
Bob Marley

The story of Bob Marley, the most
famous reggae musician in the world.
Read about his early years in Jamaica
with The Wailing Wailers and his journey
to international stardom.

Life of Pi

What happens when a ship sinks in the
Pacific Ocean, leaving one lifeboat of
survivors? And what happens if those
survivors are a hyena, a zebra (with a
broken leg), a female orang‐utan and a
Bengal Tiger? Sixteen‐year‐old Pi Patel is
about to find out…



Steve Jobs and the story
of Apple

‘Design is not just what it looks and feels
like. It’s how it works.’ In 1976, Steve jobs
and his friend Steve Wozniak started a
computer company called Apple in a
garage in California. Today, Apple is one
of the world’s largest companies, famous
for its innovative products and beautiful
designs. Hundreds of millions of people
around the world use the technology that
Steve Jobs helped to create.

Level 3

Changing World

(DVD READER)

Sea levels are rising and deserts are
expanding. The consequences of climate
change are all around us, but how much
of what we are experiencing is just part
of the planet's natural rhythms? Are
there any lessons we can learn from the
past? And what can we do to protect our
home planet from the effects of global
warming?

Transfromes: Dark of the
Moon

A mysterious event from Earth´s past
nearly starts a was so big that the
Transformers alone will not be able to
save the planet. Sam Witwicky and the
Autobots must fight against the darkness
to defend the world from the
Decepticons'evil power.



Nowhere Boy

The true story of iconic musician John
Lennon, growing up as a rebellious
teenager in 1950s Liverpool. Based on
the recent movie by Sam Taylor‐Wood.

Level 4

Sherlock Holmes: A Study
in Pink

Having recently left the army in
Afghanistan because of an injury, Doctor
John Watson is introduced to Sherlock
Holmes, a brilliant detective who often
helps the police with difficult cases. The
police approach Sherlock now to help
with the case of several apparent suicides
which seem to be linked
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